Heartland Assisted Living
Menu of Services
EFFECTIVE DATE 7/1/2017
Basic:

Residency in an apartment with all utilities including basic cable through TCT West
and public Wi-Fi (phone services, extended cable, private wireless connection are at
the expense of the resident), housekeeping and laundry weekly, three meals each
day, C.N.A. on site 24 hours a day, apartment maintenance services, weekday
transportation within the city limits and a personal alarm to wear for safety.
$3,230

Special:

Basic residency minus the meals. This is only for residents that have a medical
indication for not taking meals here (i.e. they are on tube feedings and are able
to manage those feedings themselves) and an order from their medical provider.
$3,032

Enhanced 1: Basic residency plus appointment scheduling and coordination, memory related
care in an unsecure unit (reminders and checks to ensure tasks are completed),
assistance with activities of daily living to the level that is allowed under
applicable regulatory guidelines (dressing, showering, shaving, bathing, etc.).
*The additional fee is per resident needing Enhanced 1 services in the apartment.
Basic plus $452
Per resident
Enhanced 2: Basic residency plus medication management and frequent monitoring of a health
condition to the level that is allowed under applicable guidelines. Medication
management includes: staff RN will order all meds, maintain refills, load meds
in a timed, locked med box, work with physicians on medicine related issues;
C.N.A. will take med box to resident when the alarm sounds and observe
that the medication is being taken. Health condition monitoring includes:
(daily vital sign monitoring, skin monitoring, anticoagulation monitoring, etc.)
*If there are two people in the apartment, the first resident on Enhanced 2 pays
the full additional fee and the second resident receives a 25% discount
Basic plus $652 (resident 1)
Plus $489 (resident 2)
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Deluxe:

Additional
Person:

Basic services plus residency in the “deluxe” (larger) apartment. This apartment is
typically rented and has a wait list of existing Heartland residents. If you are interested in
getting on that wait list once you move in, let the director know.
$3,675

This is the fee for residency for a second person in the apartment. This fee is for the
additional person only and doesn’t include any enhanced services. NOTE: The
Heartland is licensed for 24 beds and as such, double occupants are required to
share a single bed per our regulations.
Plus $710

At The Heartland Assisted Living Community, we strive to give each resident the most personalized care.
As such, our RN, CNAs and the facility director work with each resident and their family to build a
specialized plan of care. We believe this leads to residents that are more successful in maintaining their
level of functioning for a longer period of time. We also believe this philosophy leads to more satisfied
residents, families, and staff members.

See The Heartland difference and
welcome home!
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